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Introduction
• Every where we look, there is data being collected, analyzed, and 
stored – companies involved in order picking are no different.
• Order data are extremely restricted by the owner because the data 
contains highly sensitive operations-related information.
• Order data are highly needed for testing and simulation purposes.
• In order to meet this demand for order data, order data generators 
are needed.
• Because of complexity of order data and SKU correlations, the task of 
generating sample order data is not simple
• A Synthetic Order Data Generator is proposed to overcome this 
issue.
• The goal is to use a sample of real data, expand/contract it to an 
arbitrary size while maintaining the important characteristics of the 
real data
Method
• The generated data should mimic the data sample in terms of:
1. The probability of individual SKU appearances; and
2. The correlation structure between SKUs in the same order.
• This research is divided into two phases:
• Creating an arbitrary number of order lines – expanding the size 
of the generated data sets; and
• Creating arbitrary number of SKUs – expanding the structure of 
the generated data sets.
Creating Arbitrary Number of Order Lines
• Association Rules are extracted from the real data sample.
• The rules are saved into a PMML output file.
• An algorithm reconstructs data based on the association rules.
• The results will be an arbitrary number of orders with the same 
structure of the real data.
Creating Arbitrary Number of SKUs
• Although so far we are able to generate any number of orders, the 
numbers of SKU types that the orders contain is the same as that of 
the sample data.
• Researchers need to be able to customize the number of SKUs they to 
support what-if experimentation – in cases of warehouse size, 
staffing, capacity, etc.
• In Phase II, the goal is to generate order data that resembles the 
structure of real data but with arbitrary number of lines and SKUs
• To do this:
• The order data are categorized into families;
• The association rules are extracted based on family relations;
• The set of order data is generated based on not individual SKUs, 
but families; and
• Families are replaced by their members.
Simple hierarchy representation of food products in a warehouse
• Phase II is currently under development.
• Note that by manually adjusting the PMML file, we can alter the SKU 
association rules to facilitate expanded experimentation.
• The method can be expanded into any market basket analysis.
